
Installation Instructions 
For Topmount Sink
Please carefully read complete instructions before beginning installation. these instructions are for installation with solid surface, 
composite material countertops. sink recommends professional countertop installers and is not responsible for damage to the 
countertop or sink during installation.

Countertop

Topmount sink

Unpack the new sink and check the contents of the 
materials supplied : Sink ,Mounting brackets, and Cutout 
template (depending on model).
Check the cut out template is the same as bowl inner 
size.A. Flush mount: Sink edge is flush with countertop 
opening. 

Cut inside of ling

Counter Top

Cut out area

Cut out the appropriate template for your sink model and 
desired installation option.Place template in desired 
position on countertop , locating center of the bowl over 
cabinetand faucetholes.
Trace the line of the template and cut countertop 
according to templated size. using appropriate cutting 
tools. Template is for guide only. Use physical sink to ensure 
accurate cutout opening.

Verify that the sink fits perfectly. The lip to the sink should be 
resting on the countertop.

Make proper water and waste pope connections.

Topmount sink

Screw

Countertop

Cut out the appropriate template for your sink model and 
desired installation option.Place template in desired 
position on countertop , locating center of the bowl over 
cabinetand faucetholes.
Trace the line of the template and cut countertop 
according to templated size. using appropriate cutting 
tools. Template is for guide only. Use physical sink to ensure 
accurate cutout opening.
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the sealant is coated on the edge of the 
drain pipe, the silicone sealing ring is 
stuck on the edge of the drain pipe.

Install the rubber washer and metal
washer onto the threaded mounting 
shank. Thread the nut onto the mounting shank.  
Lock the nut into position by tightening the 
screws.  Do not overtighten.

Push the quick connector firmly upward 
and attach it to the receiving block. Pull 
down moderately to ensure the connection 
has been made.Install the Weight & Clip 
Assembly.

Thread the nut on the supply line onto the 
outlet of the water supply valve and 
tighten with a wrench. Do not overtighten.

Insert the faucet into the sink opening 
and adjust.

Remove mounting hardware from faucet 
body.

Install hot and cold water pipes

The drain pipe is aligned with the opening 
of the sink, pay attention to the screw hole 
of the drain pipe.

Use a screwdriver to fix the screw on the 
edge and strengthen the drain pipe;

Connect the drainage hose to the 
drainage port.

For all treated surfaces, wash the entire surface with mild soap 
and water, then dry the entire surface with a clean, soft cloth.  
Cleaning products that contain ammonia, decontamination 
powder, and products used on surfaces such as bathrooms 
should not be used, as they may damage galvanized surfaces.  
Abrasive cleaners or detergents should also not be used on 
faucets and accessories.

 Cleaning instructions
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